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It is known that we live in a universe of energy 
and energy waves in the form of any material 
life that reflects the universe around us.
From research carried out by the greatest 
experts in the field of physics and by those of 
us who are the most spiritually enlightened, it 
has been ascertained that every word, design, 

colour, shape, sound and number emits its own vibrational energy, 
which is also used in various disciplines of meditation to achieve inner 
psychophysical well-being.
My research into the application of designs, colours, symbol and words 
to ceramic tiles that are able to transmit PURE ENERGY, originated 
from this.

Perhaps not by chance, I met the artist Vincente Morgante, known 
by his pseudonym Pablo, whose achievements transmitted positive 
energy to me.
When talking with him about life’s journey as a form of energy, there 
was an empathy between us as we exchanged opinions on the vibration 
that the universe transmits and which we perceive.
That same night, thinking back to my meeting with Pablo and to the 
colours and shapes that he is able to express in his works, I thought 
about him in relation to my project for energy tiles.

The aim of PURAENERGIA is to convey a feeling of energy well-being.

Albert Einstein

“Everything is energy and this is 
everything that exists.

tuned to the frequency of the 
reality you want and you can not 

do less to obtain that reality.
There is no other way .
This is not a philosophy,
this is physical !! [...]”



PABLO MORGANTI

He left on his journey, taking with him 
only a few childhood memories, an 
immeasurable palette of emotions 
inspired by rebellion, hopes and 
torments. He started remaking his life; 
a frenetic journey that he made up with 
the audacity of indomitable, carnal and 

passionate spirits.

This is his fragile strength, a wonderful paradox revealed in his 
works. His paintings are inspired only by himself, that is all.
Beyond the techniques, genres and themes. He is his own 
instrument.

The very substance of his own work.

Every painting stands out. It is all the vivacity of another inner 
self that explodes and opens out. You feel yourself carried away; 
there is the first glimpse and then the intimate, secret, unique 
and personal encounter.

Everything is there to be seen, everything is there to be felt

It is only a canvas but it is generous to each of us, almost immodest 
... you can hear its heartbeat. This is what makes Pablo’s work so 
fascinating….Alive.

They are paintings to be lived.
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20x80
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20x20
mosaico
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40x80
80x80
10x80
battiscopa
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20x80
80x80
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80x80
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80x80
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Puranergia 40x80

Puranergia 20x80 Battiscopa 10x80 

Mosaico 20x20 / 5x5 

Puranergia 80x80 

Schema di posa RANDOM
80x80

Schema di posa
80x80

Schema di posa
20x80

SUGGERIMENTI DI POSA
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